A common method to localize defects is to compare the coverage of passing and failing program runs: A method executed only in failing runs, for instance, is likely to point to the defect. Some failures, though, come to be only through a specific sequence of method calls, such as multiple deallocation of the same resource. Such sequences can be collected from arbitrary Java programs at low cost; comparing object-specific sequences predicts defects better than simply comparing coverage. In a controlled experiment, our technique pinpointed the defective class in 39% of all test runs.
Introduction
Of all debugging activities, locating the defect that causes the failure is by far the most time-consuming. To assist the programmer in this task, various automatic methods rank the program statements by the likelihood that they contain the defect. One of the most lightweight methods to obtain such a likelihood is to compare the coverage of passing and failing program runs: A method executed only in failing runs, but never in passing runs, is correlated with failure and thus likely to point to the defect.
Some failures, though, come to be only through a sequence of method calls, tied to a specific object. As an example, consider streams in Java: If a stream is not explicitly closed after usage, its destructor will eventually do so. However, if too many files are left open before the garbage collector destroys the unused streams, file handles will run out, and a failure occurs. This problem is indicated by a sequence of method calls: if the last access (say, read()) is followed by finalize() (but not close()), we have a defect.
In this paper, we explore comparing call sequences between program runs for defect localizaton. Specifically, we explore three questions:
1. Are sequences of method calls better defect indicators than single calls? In any Java stream, calls to read() and finalize() are common; but the sequence of these two indicates a missing close() and hence a defect. 2. Do method calls indicate defects more precisely when collected per object, rather than globally? The sequence of read() and finalize() is only defectrevealing when the calls pertain to the same object. 3. Do missing (or extra) method calls indicate defects in the callee-or in the caller? For any Java stream, a missing close() indicates a defect in the caller.
Generalizing to arbitrary method calls and arbitrary defects, we have set up a tool that instruments a given Java program such that sequences of method calls are collected sequences can be collected for specific objects. This sequence, for instance, summarizes method calls initiated by an instance of ThisJoinPointVisitor in r $ :
ThisJoinPointVisitor.isRef(), ThisJoinPointVisitor.canTreatAsStatic(), MethodDeclaration.traverse(), ThisJoinPointVisitor.isRef(), ThisJoinPointVisitor.isRef() This sequence of calls does not occur in r -in other words, only in r $ did an object of the ThisJoinPointVisitor class call these five methods in succession. This difference in the ThisJoinPointVisitor behavior is correlated with failure and thus makes ThisJoinPointVisitor a class that is more likely to contain the defect. And indeed, it turns out that AspectJ bug #30168 was eventually fixed in ThisJoinPointVisitor. Thus, while a difference in coverage may not point to a defect, a difference in call sequences may well.
Comparing two runs usually yields more than one differing sequence. In our case (r vs. r $ ), we obtain a total of 556 differing sequences of length 5. We can determine the originating class for each of these sequences, assign a weight to each sequence, and rank the classes such that those with the most important sequences are at the top. In this ranking, the ThisJoinPointVisitor class is at position 6 out of 542 executed classes-meaning that the programmer, starting at the top, has to examine only 1.1% of the executed classes or 3.2% of the executed code (0.2% of all classes or 0.8% of the entire code) in order to find the defect. (In comparison, if we had compared only the method coverage of r and r $ , we would have discovered no difference and hence no indication that the defect is located in ThisJoinPointVisitor.)
While such anecdotal evidence is nice, we had to evaluate our approach more thoroughly. In the remainder of this paper, we first describe in detail how we collect sequences of method calls (Section 3), and how we compare them to detect likely defects (Section 4). In Section 5, we describe our experiments with the NanoXML parser and AspectJ; the results support our initial claims. Section 7 discusses related work and Section 8 closes with conclusion and consequences.
Summarizing Call Sequences
Over its lifetime, an object may receive and initiate millions of method calls. How do we capture and summarize these to characterize normal behavior? These are the highlights of our approach:
-Recording a trace of all calls per object quickly becomes unmanageable and is a problem in itself (Reiss and Renieris, 2001) . Rather than recording the full trace, we abstract from it by sliding a window over the trace and remembering only the observed substrings of calls in a call-sequence set. -Collecting a sequence set per object is still problematic, as an application may instantiate huge numbers of objects. We therefore aggregate sequence sets into one set per class, which thus characterizes the behavior of the class. -An object receives and initiates method calls. The trace of incoming (received) calls tells us how an object is used by its clients. The trace of outgoing (initiated) calls tells us how an object is implemented. We consider both types of traces for fault localization. -We keep the overhead for collecting and analyzing traces as low as possible. Overall, the overhead is comparable to measuring coverage-and thus affordable even in the field.
The following sections describe these techniques in detail.
From Traces to Call Sequences
A trace is an observation of events over the lifetime of an objects, class, or program. In order to capture an object's behavior, we can record the calls it initiates or receives. For realistic runs, these traces are very large. Our approach therefore uses a more abstract representation of an object's behaviour. Instead of investigating whole traces, we remember only characteristic sequences of calls. This abstraction of a trace works equally well for a trace of initiated or received calls, or any other trace, which is why we talk about traces in general. The call trace of an object is abstracted to a call-sequence set using a sliding window.
When we slide a window over a trace, the contents of the window characterize the trace-as demonstrated in Fig. 2 . The observed window contents form a set of short sequences. The wider the window, the more precise the characteristic set will be.
Formally, a trace S is a string of calls: m 1 , . . . , m n . When the window is k calls wide, the set P (S, k) of observed windows are the k-long substrings of S: P (S, k) = {w | w is a substring of S ∧ |w| = k}. For example, consider a window of size k = 2 slid over S and the resulting set of sequences P (S, 2):
Obviously different traces may lead to the same set: for T = abcdcdca , we have P (T, 2) = P (S, 2). Hence, going from a trace to its sequence set entails a loss of information. The equivalence of traces is controlled by the window size k, which models the context sensitivity of our approach: in the above example a window size k ≥ 3 leads to different sets P (S, k) and P (T, k). In the remainder of the paper, we use P (T ) to denote the sequence set computed from T , not mentioning the fixed k explicitly. Note that two calls that are next to each other in a sequence may have been far apart in time: between the two points in time when the object received or initiated the calls, other objects may have been active.
If a trace has less entries than the window size, the missing entries are filled up with dummy invocations that can be distinguished from regular entries. Thus, every sequence set for a trace contains at least one entry.
The size of a sequence set may grow exponentially in theory: With n distinct methods, n k different sequences of length k exist. In practice, sequence sets are small because method calls are induced by code, which is static. Hence, loops in the code lead to reoccuring sequences that make sequence sets a useful and compact abstractionone could also consider them an invariant of program behavior.
Much of the versatility of sequence sets is due to their set nature: this makes it easy to aggregate and compare sequence set, unlike tree-or graph-based representations (Reiss and Renieris, 2001; Ammons et al., 2002) .
From Objects to Classes
Collecting one sequence set per object raises an important issue: In a program with millions of objects, we will quickly run out of memory . As an alternative, one could think about tracing calls at the class level to derive one sequence set per class. In an implementation of such a trace, an object adds an entry to the trace of its class every time it receives (or initiates) a call. Sliding a window over this trace results in a sequence set that characterizes the class's behavior.
As an example of sequence sets aggregated at class level, consider the traces X and Y of two objects. Both objects are live at the same time and because we are collecting one trace S per class, their calls interleave in this trace:
The resulting sequence set P (S, 2) characterizes the behavior of the class-somewhat. The set contains sequences like da or bb that we never observed at the object level. How objects interleave has a strong impact on the class trace S, and consequently on its sequence set. This becomes even more obvious when a class instantiates many objects and when their interleaving becomes non-deterministic, as in the presence of threads.
We therefore use a better alternative: We trace objects individually, but rather than aggregating their traces, we aggregate their sequence sets. Previously, we collected all calls into one trace and computed its sequence set. Now, we have individual traces, but combine their sequence sets into one set per class. The result P (X, 2) ∪ P (Y, 2) is more faithful to the traces we actually observed-bb and da are no longer elements of the sequence set:
The sequence set of a class is the union of the sequence sets of its objects. It characterizes the behavior of the class and is our measure when comparing classes in passing and failing runs: we simply compare their sequence sets.
Incoming vs. Outgoing Calls
Any object receives incoming and initiates outgoing method calls. Their traces tell us how the object is used by its clients and how it is implemented, respectively. Both kinds of traces can be used to detect control flow differences between a passing and a failing run. However, they differ in their ability to relate those differences to defects.
As an example, consider object aQueue in Fig. 3 . The queue receives calls like enqueue() to add an element, and dequeue() to remove it. These are incoming calls to object aQueue.
To implement these methods, the queue object uses another object aLinkedList. It calls add() to add an element at the end of the linked list, firstElement() to obtain the first element, and removeFirst() to remove it from the list. These calls are outgoing calls of object aQueue.
Incoming Calls
Inspired by the work of Ammons et al. (2002) , we first examined incoming calls. The technique of Ammons et al. observes clients that call into a part of the X11 API and learns automatically a finite-state automaton that describes how the API is used correctly by a client: for example, a client must call open() before it may call write(). Such an automaton is an invariant of the API; it can be used to detect non-conforming clients.
By tracing incoming calls, we can also learn this invariant and represent it as a sequence set: each object traces the calls it receives. Since we know the class Queue of the receiving object, we have to remember in a sequence only the names of the invoked methods (and their signatures, to resolve overloading). In our example, the trace of incoming calls for the aQueue object is enqueue(), isEmpty(), . . . , enqueue(), enqueue() .
As discussed in Section 3.2, sequence sets of individual objects are aggregated into one sequence set per class. After training with several passing runs, we can detect when a class receives calls that do not match a learned sequence set.
Learning class invariants from incoming calls is appealing for at least two reasons: First, the number of methods an object can receive is restricted by its class. We thus can expect small traces and may even fine-tune the window size in relation to its number of methods. Second, class invariants could be learned across several applications that use the class, not just one.
Outgoing Calls In our setting, incoming calls show a major weakness: When we detect a non-conforming usage of a class, it is difficult to identify the responsible client. For example, let us assume we observe a new sequence of incoming calls like dequeue(), dequeue(), dequeue() . This sequence could indicate a problem because a consumer should check for an empty queue using isEmpty() before attempting a dequeue(). The sequence could also be harmless, for instance, when the dequeue() calls stem from different objects. In any case, it is not the queue object which is responsible for the new sequence, but the objects that initiated the dequeue() calls. Consequently, we turned from incoming to outgoing calls, which summarize the method calls initiated by an object. For aQueue, these are:
Because an object may call objects from several classes, method names are no longer unique-witness the different calls to add. We therefore remember the class and method name in a trace. Again, we build one trace per object and aggregate the traces of individual queue objects into one sequence per class, which represents its behavior.
When we detect a sequence of outgoing calls that is not in a learned sequence set, we know where to look for the reason: the Queue class. Unlike a trace of incoming calls, the trace of outgoing calls can guide the programmer to the defect.
Collecting Traces
We trace a Java program using a combination of off-line and on-line methods. Before the program is executed, we instrument its bytecode for tracing. While it is running, the program collects traces, computes the corresponding sequence sets, and emits them in XML format before it quits; analyzing sequence sets takes place offline.
For program instrumentation, we use the Bytecode Engineering Library (BCEL, Dahm (1999) ). This requires just the program's class files and works with any Java virtual machine. We thus can instrument any Java application, regardless of whether its source code is available. While this is not a typical scenario for debugging, it allows us to instrument the SPEC JVM 98 benchmark, or indeed any third-party code.
Instrumentation of a class rewrites all call sites and the start of every non-static method. The code injected at call sites is needed to determine the caller of a method invocation: because of dynamic binding, a caller cannot statically know the exact class of the method called, and a method (without inspecting the stack) does not know the calling class.
A call is rewritten such that, before a call occurs, the caller's class and instance identifers are written to a thread-local variable from where they are read by code added to the prolog of the called method (the callee). The callee finally enters the actual call to the trace of the caller (when tracing outgoing calls) or callee (when tracing incoming calls).
Each object has its own trace of incoming or outgoing calls, but the trace is not stored within the object. Instead, trace data associated with an object is stored in global hash tables. Since Java's Object.hashCode() method is unreliable for object identification, each object creates a unique integer for identification in its constructor. Keeping trace data outside of objects has the advantage that they can be accessed by foreign objects, which is essential for outgoing calls.
For an incoming call, the callee simply adds its name and signature to its own trace. But for an outgoing call, the callee must add its name, signature, and class to the trace of the caller. To do so, it needs to access the caller's trace using the caller's id. Fig. 4 presents a small example illustrating instrumentation for tracing outgoing calls. (For the sake of readability, we provide Java code instead of byte code.) Statements added during the instrumentation are shown in bold face. Prior to the invocation of Callee.method() in method Caller.call(), the id of the caller is stored in the Tracer. At the very start of Callee.method(), Tracer.addCall() adds the method id of Callee.message() to the trace of the calling object-the one which was previously stored in the Tracer. Hence, addCall() only receives the message id-an integer key associated with a method, its class, and signature.
The combined trace of all method calls for all objects quickly reaches Gigabytes in size and cannot be kept in main memory, but writing it to a file would induce a huge runtime overhead. We therefore do not keep the original trace but compute the sequence set for each class online-while tracing. Sequence sets are small (see next Section 3.5 for a discussion of the overhead), kept in memory, and emitted when the program quits.
To compute the sequence set of a class online, each object maintains a window for the last k (incoming or outgoing) calls, which is advanced by code in the prolog of the called method. In addition, a sequence set is associated with every traced class. Whenever a method finds a new sequence-a new window of calls-it adds the sequence to the set of the class. Finally, each class emits its sequence set in XML format.
After the program has quit, we use offline tools to read the sequence sets and analyze them. For our experimental setup, we read them into a relational database.
Computing and emitting sequence sets rather than the original trace has a few disadvantages. To compute sequence sets online, the window size must be fixed for a program run, where sequence sets for many window sizes could be computed offline from a raw trace. While a trace is ordered, a sequence set is not. We therefore lose some of the trace's inherent notion of time.
Overhead
To validate our claim that capturing call-sequence sets is a lightweight method, we instrumented and traced the programs from the SPEC JVM 98 benchmark suite (SPEC, 1998) . We compared the overhead with JCoverage (Morgan, 2004) , a tool for coverage analysis that, like ours, works on Java bytecode, and whose results can point to defects. The SPEC JVM 98 benchmark suite is a collection of Java programs, deployed as 543 class files, with a total size of 1.48 megabytes. Instrumenting them for tracing incoming calls with a window size of 5 on a 3 GHz x86/Linux machine with 1 GB of main memory took 14.2 seconds wall-clock time. This amounts to about 100 kB or 38 class files per second. The instrumented class files increased in size by 26%. Instrumentation thus takes an affordable overhead, even in an interactive setting.
Running an instrumented program takes longer and requires more memory than the original program. Table 1 summarizes the overhead factors of the instrumented program relative to the memory consumption and run time of the original program.
The two ray tracers raytrace and mtrt demonstrate some challenges: tracing them required 380 MB of main memory because they instantiate ten thousands of objects of class Point, each of which was traced. This exhausted the main memory, which led to paging and to long run times.
The overheads for memory consumption and runtime varied by two orders of magnitude. At first sight, this may seem prohibitive-even when the overhead was comparable or lower than for JCoverage. We attribute the high overhead in part to the nature of the SPEC JVM 98, which is intended to evaluate Java virtual machines-most programs in the suite are CPU bound and tracing affects them more than, say, I/O-intensive programs.
The database db and the mpegaudio decoder benchmarks, for instance, show a small overhead. When we traced the AspectJ compiler for the example in Section 1 (with window size 5), we also observed a modest overhead and consider these more typical for our approach.
Relating Call Anomalies to Failures
As described in Section 3.2, a program run yields one sequence set per class. These sequence sets now must be compared across multiple runs-or, more precisely, across passing and failing runs. Our basic claim is that a defective class shows a substantially different sequence set in a passing run than in a failing run. We therefore rank classes such that classes whose sequence sets differ the most between passing and failing runs get the highest priority.
For ranking classes we consider one failing run r $ and n passing runs r 1 , . . . , r n , where n ≥ 1. We take into account only one failing run because any additional failing run could be caused by a different defect-something we don't know. We do know, however, that all passing runs are equivalent in the sense that they don't reveal the defect.
Each passing and failing run of a class C is a set of call sequences: r $ is the set of call sequences observed in the failing run, and so on. Since we consider only one class at a time, we don't mention C explicitly and write r $ instead of r $ (C). As an example, we consider five sequences in three passing runs and one failing run: r $ = {v, w, y, z} r 2 = {x, y, z} r 1 = {v, y, z} r 3 = {v, w, z}
To characterize an individual sequence s in absolute terms, we define the number of passing runs # that contain s, and dual to it, the number of failing runs # $ :
In relative terms, a call sequence s is characterized by the fraction # (s)/n of passing runs where it was observed, and the fraction # $ (s)/1 of failing runs. These two constitute the weight w(s) of a sequence:
The weight of a sequence denotes its responsibility for a fault, expressed as a number in the range 0 to 1. It depends on which sets the sequence is contained in. Figure 5 shows weights for three passing runs and one failing run. For our example we obtain the counts and weights shown on the right side in Fig. 5 . Sequence z is common to all runs and thus has a weight of 0. Sequence w, on the other hand, was observed in the failing run, but only in one out of three passing runs. This earns it a high weight of 2 / 3 . No sequence was observed only in the failing run. The weight of a sequence is high when it is observed in the failing run but in none or few of the passing runs: we then found a "new" sequence in the failing run. Likewise, the weight is high when we find a sequence in many passing runs, but not in the failing run: the sequence is then "missing" in the failing run. A high weight thus is a witness for a different behavior of a class in passing and failing runs. Missing and new sequences are treated dually because a defect could be caused by an extra call, as well as a missing call.
Conversely, the weight of a sequence is low, when it was found in many passing runs as well as in the failing run: we then observed a "common" sequence. It is a witness for similar behavior in passing and failing runs.
Note that the weight of a sequence depends heavily on the number of passing runs. To gain importance, a sequence must be present in many of them. Passing runs thus should be related and show common sequences, but selecting a few unrelated runs does not hurt.
Classes with a similar behavior in passing and failing runs contain mostly light sequences, where the prime suspects are those with many heavy sequences. To identify them, we define the average sequence weight for a class:
In our example, the average sequence weight is 1 / 3 . Because the average sequence weight is independent from the number of sequences observed for a class, we can com- Table 2 . Characteristics of NanoXML, the subject of our controlled experiment.
pare it across classes. The average sequence weight is thus a measure for the importance of a class. When we rank classes by it, classes ranked to the top have a high average weight and are likely to contain a defect. To validate this claim, we conducted two experiments.
A Case Study
As described in Section 4, we rank classes based on their average sequence weight and claim that a large weight indicates a defect. To evaluate our rankings, we studied them in an experiment, with the NanoXML parser as our main subject. Our experiments evaluate class rankings along three main axes: incoming versus outgoing calls, various window sizes, and class-based versus object-based traces.
Object of Study
NanoXML is a non-validating XML parser implemented in Java, for which Do et al. (2004) provide an extensive test suite. NanoXML comes in five development versions 1 , each comprising between 16 and 23 classes, and a total number of 33 known faults (Table 2 ). These faults were discovered during the development process, or seeded by Do and others. Each fault can be activated individually, such that there are 33 variants of NanoXML with a single fault.
Faults and test cases are related by a fault matrix: for any given fault and test case, the matrix tells whether the test case uncovers the fault. Related test cases share the same driver, which provides general infrastructure for a test.
Experimental Setup
Our experiment simulates the following situation: for a fixed program, a programmer has one or more passing test cases, and one failing test case. Based on traces of the passing and failing runs, our techniques ranks the classes of the program. The ranking aims to place the faulty class as high as possible.
In our experiment, we know the class that contains the defect (our techniques, of course, do not); therefore, we can assess the ranking. We express the quality of a ranking as the search length-the number of classes above the faulty class in the ranking. The best possible ranking places the faulty class at the top (with a search length of zero).
To rank classes, we needed at least one passing run for every failing run. However, we wanted to avoid comparing totally unrelated program runs. For each ranking we therefore selected a set of program runs from the suite of programs that met the following conditions:
-We analyze a version of NanoXML with one known defect, which is located in a single class. -As failing run, we used a test case that uncovered the known defect.
-As passing runs, we selected all test cases that did not uncover the known defect. -All test cases for passing and failing runs must use the same test driver. This limits the number of passing runs to those that are semantically related to the failing run.
Altogether, we had 386 such sets ( Table 2 ). The test suite contains 88 more failing runs for which we could not find any passing run. This can happen, for example, when a fault always causes a program to crash such that no passing run can be established. For each of the failing runs with one or more related passing runs, we traced their classes, computed their sequence sets, and ranked the classes according to their average sequence weight. The rankings were repeated in several configurations:
-Rankings based on class and object traces (recall Section 3.2) -Rankings based on incoming and outgoing calls (recall Section 3.3).
-Rankings based on 10 window sizes: 1 to 10.
We compared the results of all configurations to find the one that minimizes the search length, and thus provides the best recommendations for defect localization.
Threats to Validity
Our experiments are not exhaustive-many more variations of the experiment are possible. These variations include other ways to rate sequences, or to trace with class-specific window sizes rather than a universal size. Likewise, we did not evaluate programs with multiple known defects or defects whose fix affects several classes.
The search lengths reported in our results are abstract numbers that don't make potential mistakes obvious. We validated our methods when possible by exploiting known invariants, for example: -To validate the bytecode instrumentation, we generated Java programs with statically known call graphs and, hence, known sequence sets. We verified that these were indeed produced by our instrumentation. -When tracing with a window size of one, the resulting sequences for a class are identical for object-and class-based traces: any method called (or initiated) on the object level is recorded in a class-level trace, and vice versa. Hence, the rankings are the same; object-and class-based traces show no difference in search length. Table 3 . Evaluation of class rankings. A number indicates the average number of classes in atop the faulty class in a ranking. The two rightmost columns indicate these numbers for a random ranking when (1) considering only executed classes, (2) all classes. Table 3 summarizes the average search lengths of our rankings for NanoXML, based on different configurations: incoming versus outgoing calls, various window sizes, and rankings based on object-and class-based traces. The search length is the number of classes atop of the faulty class in a ranking. For a ranking to be useful, it must be at least better than a random ranking. Each search length in Table 3 is an average over 386 program runs (or rankings). On average, each run utilizes 19.45 classes from which 10.56 are actually executed (excluding the test driver). Random placing of the faulty class would result in an average search length of (19.45 − 1)/2 = 9.22 classes, and 4.78, respectively.
Discussion of Results
All rankings in our experiment are noticeably better than random rankings. They are better even if a programmer had had the additional knowledge of which classes were never executed. Jones et al. (2002) has used coverage analysis to rank source code statements: statements more often executed in failing runs than in passing runs rank higher. Since we are ranking classes, the two approaches are not directly comparable.
Comparing sequences of passing and failing runs is effective in locating defects.

Sequences vs. Coverage Previous work by
Ranking classes based on incoming calls with a window size of one is identical to method coverage: the sequence set of a class holds exactly those methods of the class that were called, hence executed. The corresponding search length of 3.66 is the smallest in the table for incoming calls. This suggests that incoming calls perform worse than coverage analysis for defect localization.
The picture is reversed for outgoing calls. Here the search length for a window size of one is the highest in the table. Sequences of calls thus perform better than individual calls.
Incoming calls provide no help for finding defects. Comparing sequences of length 2 or greater always performs better than sequences of length 1 for outging calls.
Classes vs. Objects Tracing on the object level (rather on the simpler class level) offered no advantage for incoming calls, and only a slight advantage for outgoing calls. We attribute this to the few objects NanoXML instantiates per class and the absence of threads. Both would lead to increased non-deterministic interleaving of calls on the class level, which in turn would lead to artificial differences between runs.
Object-based traces are at least slightly better defect locators than class-based traces. For multi-threaded programs, object-based traces should yield a greater advantage.
Window Size Incoming calls sequences show no strict relation between window size and search length. There is a trend of an increasing search length when going from a window size of one to 5, and a trend of decreasing search length when moving from 5 to 10.
Outgoing calls show a clear and opposite trend: search lengths are the shortest for window sizes around 7 and increase towards smaller and wider windows. Moving from a window size of one to a window size of 7 reduces the search length by 0.5 classes. This supports our claim that longer outgoing call sequences capture essential control flow of a program. Moving towards wider windows probably does not pay off because increasingly fewer long-living objects actually can fill such windows.
Medium-sized windows, collecting 3 to 8 calls, provide the best predictive power.
Outgoing vs. Incoming Calls Outgoing calls predict faults better than incoming calls. The search length for rankings based on outgoing calls are smaller than those based on incoming calls. Even the worst result for outgoing calls (2.53 for window size of 1) beats the best result for incoming calls (3.66 for window size of 1). This strongly supports our claim (3): the caller is more likely to be defective than the callee.
The inferiority of incoming calls is not entirely surprising: traces for incoming calls show how an object (or a class) is used. A deviation in the failing run from the passing runs indicates that a class is used differently. But the class is not responsible for its usage-its clients are. Therefore, different usage does not correlate with faults. This is different for outgoing calls, which show how an object (or a class) is implemented. For any deviation here the class at hand is responsible and thus more likely to contain a fault.
Outgoing calls locate defects much better than incoming calls.
Benefits to the Programmer Tracing outgoing calls with a window size of 6, the average search length for a ranking was 2.00. On the average, a programmer must thus inspect two classes before finding the faulty class-that is, 18.9% of 10.56 executed classes, or 8.7% of all 23 classes. 6 shows a cumulative plot of the search length distribution. Using a window of size 7, the defective class is immediately identified in 39% of all test runs (zero search length). In 47% of all test runs, the programmer needs to examine at most one false positive (search length = 1) before identifying the defect.
Because NanoXML is relatively small, each class comprises a sizeable amount of the total application. As could be seen in the example of AspectJ, large applications may exhibit vastly better ratios. We also expect larger applications to show a greater separation of concerns, such that the number of classes which contribute to a failure does not grow with the total number of classes. We therefore believe that the results of our controlled experiment are on the conservative side.
In NanoXML, the defective class is immediately identified in 39% of all test runs. On average, a programmer using our technique must inspect 19% of the executed classes (9% of all classes) before finding the defect.
Does it Scale?
We have complemented the evaluation of our method with a study of the AspectJ compiler (Kiczales et al., 2001) . It differs from NanoXML mainly in its size: AspectJ 1.1.1 consists of 979 classes, representing 112,376 lines of code. Unlike NanoXML, AspectJ does not come pre-packed with a set of defects, and therefore it was not possible to use AspectJ in a systematic evaluation. However, the AspectJ developers have collected bug reports and provide a source code repository that documents how bugs were fixed. From these repositories, we reconstructed passing and failing test cases for our evaluation. In order to obtain results comparable with our evaluation using NanoXML, we restricted ourself to bugs whose fixes involved only one Java class. Altogether, there are 6 such bugs in the AspectJ bug database, which are shown in Table 4 .
For each bug in Table 4 , we constructed one passing and one failing run. We traced them for outgoing calls and ranked their classes accordingly.
Our results for window sizes up to 10 are shown in Table 5 . The results confirm our previous findings for outgoing calls from the evaluation with NanoXML as subject:
-Rankings based on outgoing calls perform better than random rankings.
-Object-based rankings perform slightly better than class-based rankings.
-Medium-sized windows of 4-7 calls performs best; shorter or wider windows lead to an increased search length. Defect localization benefits from the additional context provided compared to a window size of one.
The difference in search length between a random ranking and a ranking produced by our method is much greater for AspectJ than for NanoXML. Therefore, the benefit for the programmer is even greater: Using a window size of 5, our method on average requires the programmer to examine only 9 of 979 classes (i.e. 0.92% of all classes) until spotting the defect. Again, these results do not necessarily generalize to AspectJ, or to other applications, but they indicate the potential of the approach; they also show that the approach indeed can scale to larger applications. In our evaluation of AspectJ, we did not consider incoming calls, since they did not prove useful for the NanoXML subject. Also, Table 5 does not take into account the ranking for bug #29665. While bug #29665 is a real bug, the call sequence sets of the defective class were identical in passing and failing runs for all window sizes. A closer inspection of the fix for this bug revealed that the defective method incorrectly returns the same value for the passing and failing run, which is why the defect does not induce a different call sequence. Thus, our method is blind to this defect and cannot localize it.
Defect localization using call-sequence sets scales well to the AspectJ compiler (with excellent results) and is likely to scale to other real-world applications.
Related Work
We are by no means the first researchers who compare multiple runs, or analyze function call sequences. The related work can be grouped into the following categories:
Comparing multiple runs. The hypothesis that a fault correlates with differences in program traces, relative to the trace of a correct program, was first stated by Reps et al. (1997) and later confirmed by Harrold et al. (1998) . The work of Jones et al. (2002) explicitly compares coverage and thus is the work closest to ours. Jones et al. try to locate an error in a program based on the statement coverage produced by several passing and one failing run. A statement is considered more likely to be erroneous the more often it is executed in a failing run rather than in a passing run. In their evaluation, Jones et al. find that in programs with one fault the one faulty statement within a program is almost certainly marked as "likely faulty", but so is also 5% to 15% of correct code. For programs with multiple faults, this degrades to 5% to 20% with higher variation. Like ours, this approach is lightweight, fully automatic and broadly applicable-but as demonstrated in the evaluation, sequences have a significantly better predictive power. Intrusion detection. Our idea of investigating sequences rather than simply coverage was inspired by Forrest et al. (1997) and Hofmeyr et al. (1998) 's work on intrusion detection. They traced the system calls of server applications like sendmail, ftpd, or lpd and used the sliding-window approach to abstract them as sequence sets (n-tuples of system calls, where n = 6, . . . , 10). In a training phase, they learned the set from normal behavior of the server application; after that, an unrecognized sequence indicated a possible intrusion. As a variation, they also learned sequence that did not match the normal behavior and flagged an intrusion if that sequence was later matched by an application. Intrusion detection is considerably more difficult than defect localization because it has to predict anomalous behavior, where we know that a program run is anomalous after it failed a test. We found the simplicity of the idea, implementation, and the modest run-time cost appealing. In contrast to their work, though, our approach specifically exploits object orientation and is the first to analyze sequences for defect localization. Learning automata. Sekar et al. (2001) note a serious issue in Forrest et al. (1997) 's approach: to keep traces tractable, the window size n must be small. But small windows fail to capture relations between calls in a sequence that are n or more calls apart. To overcome this, the authors propose to learn finite-state automata from system call sequences instead and provide an algorithm. The interesting part is that Sekar et al. learn automata from traces where they annotate each call with the caller; thus calls by two different callers now become distinguishable. Using these more context-rich traces, their automata produced about 10 times fewer false positives than the n-gram approach. Learning automata from object-specific sequences is an interesting idea for future work. Learning APIs. While we are trying to locate defects relative to a failing run, Ammons et al. (2002) try to locate defects relative to API invariants learned from correct runs: they observe how an API is used by its clients and learn a finite-state automaton that describes the client's behavior. If in the future a client violates this behavior, it is flagged with an error. A client is only required during the learning phase and the learned invariants can later be used to validate clients that did not even exist during the learning phase. However, as Ammons et al. point out, learning API invariants requires a lot of effort-in particular because context-sensitive information such as resource handles have to be identified and matched manually. With object-specific sequences, as in our approach, such a context comes naturally and should yield better automata with less effort. Data anomalies. Rather than focusing on diverging control flow, one may also focus on differing data. Dynamic invariants, pioneered by Ernst et al. (2001) , is a predicate for a variable's value that has held for all program runs during a training phase. If the predicate is later violated by a value in another program run this may signal an error. Learning dynamic invariants takes a huge machine-learning apparatus and is far from lightweight both in time and space. While Pytlik et al. (2003) have not been able to detect failure-related anomalies using dynamic invariants, a related lightweight technique by Hangal and Lam (2002) found defects in four Java applications. In general, techniques that detect anomalies in data can complement techniques that detect anomalies in control flow and vice versa. Statistical sampling. In order to make defect localization affordable for production code in the field, Liblit et al. (2003) suggest statistical sampling: Rather than collecting all data of all runs, they focus on exceptional behavior-as indicated by exceptions being raised or unusual values being returned-but only for a sampled set. If such events frequently occur together with failures (i.e. for a large set of users and runs), one eventually obtains a set of anomalies that statistically correlate with the failure. Our approach requires just two instrumented runs to localize defects, but can be easily extended to collect samples in the field. Isolating failure causes. To localize defects, one of the most effective approaches is isolating cause transitions, as described by Cleve and Zeller (2005) . Again, the basic idea is to compare passing and failing runs, but in addition, the delta debugging technique generates and tests additional runs to isolate failure-causing variables in the program state (Zeller, 2002) . A cause transition occurs at a statement where one variable ceases to be a cause, and another one begins; these are places where causeeffect chains to the failure originate (and thus likely defects). Due to the systematic generation of additional runs, this technique is precise, but also demanding-in particular, one needs an automated test and a means to extract and compare program states. In contrast, collecting call sequences is far easier to apply and deploy.
Conclusion and Consequences
Sequences of method calls locate defective classes with a high probability. Our evaluation also revealed that per-object sequences are better predictors of defects than perclass or global sequences, and that the caller is significantly more likely to be defective than the callee. In contrast to previous approaches detecting anomalies in API usage, our technique exploits object orientation, as it collects method call sequences per object; therefore, the approach is fully generic and need not be adapted to a specific API. These are the results of this paper. On the practical side, the approach is easily applicable to arbitrary Java programs, as it is based on byte code instrumentation, and as the overhead of collecting sequences is comparable to measuring coverage. No additional infrastructure such as automated tests or debugging information is required; the approach can thus be used for software in the field as well as third-party software.
Besides general issues such as performance or ease of use, our future work will concentrate on the following topics:
Further evaluation. The number of Java programs that can be used for controlled experiments (i.e. with known defects, automated tests that reveal these defects, and changes that fix the defects) is still too limited. As more such programs become available (Do et al., 2004) , we want to gather further experience. Fine-grained anomalies. Right now, we are identifying classes as being defect-prone.
Since our approach is based on comparing methods, though, we could relate differing sequences to sets of methods and thus further increase precision. Another interesting option is to identify anomalies in sequences of basic blocks rather than method calls, thus focusing on individual statements. Sampled calls. Rather than collecting every single method call, our approach could easily be adapted to sample only a subset of calls-for instance, only the method calls of a specific class, or only every 100th sequence (Liblit et al., 2003) . This would allow to use the technique in production code and thus collect failure-related sequences in the field. Exploiting object orientation. Our approach is among the first that explicitly exploits object orientation for collecting sequences. Being object-aware might also be beneficial to related fields such as intrusion detection or mining specifications. Integration with experimental techniques. Anomalies in method calls translate into specific objects and specific moments in time that are more interesting than others. These objects and moments in time could be good initial candidates for identifying failure-inducing program state (Zeller, 2002 ). An Eclipse plugin. Last but not least, we are currently turning our prototype into an Eclipse plugin called AMPLE (for "Analyzing Method Patterns to Locate Errors"). As soon as a JUnit test fails, AMPLE displays a list showing the most likely defective classes at the top-as in the AspectJ example (Fig. 7) . We plan to make AMPLE publicly available in the second half of this year.
For future and related work regarding defect localization, see http://www.st.cs.uni-sb.de/dd/ 
